
Flying the Gauntlet 
Training Guide 

 
REFERENCES 

❏ San Francisco Terminal Area Chart 
❏ Chart Supplement / Southwest US 
❏ Reid-Hillview Airport Noise Abatement Procedures 
 

GROUND REVIEW 

Route Considerations (San Francisco TAC) 

❏ Airspace boundaries and shelves along route: B, C, D 
❏ Visual reference points on route 
❏ Typical instructions for route/altitude through each tower-controlled airspace 
❏ Cross SJC perpendicular to runway if told to fly over midfield 
❏ Discuss altitude considerations (airspace, emergency landings, ATC instructions) 

 

Communications 

❏ Cockpit management, have TAC and all appropriate frequencies organized 
❏ Departure request with SQL Ground 
❏ Discuss handoff process between towers 
❏ Dial new frequencies in as soon as practicable 
❏ When/how to get ATIS at RHV and SQL 
❏ Be organized and prepared to stay ahead of the plane 

 

Reid-Hillview Airport Diagram and Procedures (TAC, Chart Supplement, Noise Abatement 
Procedures) 

❏ Parallel runways, runway length, runway width and displaced threshold 
❏ Noise abatement procedures 
❏ Type and location of visual glide slope indicator 
❏ Airport traffic pattern and TPA 
❏ Location of windsocks and segmented circle 
❏ Taxiways, hot spots, and runup area 
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Responding to the Unexpected 

❏ What to do if an instruction from the controller confuses you (don’t freeze!) 
❏ What to do if you are told to maneuver around a landmark you aren’t familiar with 
❏ What to do if you are about to enter new airspace and haven’t been handed over 

 

Practice Run-Through of the Flight 

❏ Simulate flight radio calls, route, altitudes, landmarks, etc. 
❏ Note what frequency is entered into each radio On-Air and Standby 
❏ San Carlos Ground initial contact 
❏ San Carlos Tower 
❏ Handoff to Palo Alto Tower 
❏ Handoff to Moffett Tower 
❏ Handoff to San Jose Tower 
❏ Handoff to Reid-Hillview Tower 
❏ Review entry into RHV pattern 
❏ Reid-Hillview Ground after landing 
❏ Return flight 

 

GAUNTLET FLIGHT 

San Carlos 

❏ Initial radio call to SQL Ground 
❏ Depart using standard airport departures or as instructed by control tower  
❏ Manage flight deck and avionics in a timely manner 
❏ Respond to handoff to: ❑ PAO ❑ NUQ ❑ SJC ❑ RHV 
❏ Visually identify landmarks and maintain proximity to them as instructed 
❏ Maintain safe altitude throughout flight 
❏ Comply with altitude restrictions, as given by ATC 
❏ Obtain RHV ATIS or use “negative ATIS” 
❏ Enter traffic pattern as instructed 

 
Reid Hillview Ground 

❏ Taxi correctly using taxiway diagram 
❏ Request departure for RHV ground to SQL 
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Return Flight 

❏ Follow Noise Abatement Procedures on takeoff 
❏ Maintain awareness of proximity to SJC Charlie boundary 
❏ Respond to handoff to: ❑ SJC ❑ NUQ ❑ PAO ❑ SQL 
❏ Visually identify landmarks and maintain proximity to them as instructed 
❏ Maintain safe altitude throughout flight 
❏ Comply with altitude restrictions 
❏ Obtain SQL ATIS or use “negative ATIS” 
❏ Enter traffic pattern as instructed 
❏ Taxi to parking 

 

Post Flight Debrief 

❏ Discuss the key learnings 
❏ If student handles all the radio calls then award the Gauntlet pin 
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